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28 Day Accounting Cycle:

The 28 day accounting cycle is the practice of
preparing financial statements every 28 days (or 4 weeks) 13 times a year Instead of
month by month. Some benefits of this practice include, Better comparability of your
numbers, easier to plan for physical inventories, Compliments a weekly cycle for the
preparation of weekly reports, And it may eliminate the need to accrue payroll.

A

Accounts Payable:
The bills accrued for goods and services

Accrual Liability:
Is the liabilities which have occurred, but have not been paid or logged under accounts
payable.

Accumulated Depreciation:
The build of the depreciation of a year after year of assets

TM: the accumulated or build-up of depreciation that reduces the value of the asset
over time. For example, a $10,000 piece of equipment that is depreciated $1000 a
year has an accumulated depreciation of $3000 after three years with an adjusted
book value of $7000. 

Actual Cost of Goods:
Actual cost of goods is: Beginning inventory value, plus (+) purchases, less (-) ending
inventory. Don't forget to adjust for transfers in (add to cost) and transfers out(subtract
from cost.)

Adjustments to COG:
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Transfers "in" and "out" are adjustments applied to your COG to make it more
accurate. Including these adjustments are a way to account for everything and come
up with an actual cost of goods instead of just using your beginning inventory,
purchases, and ending inventory to find COG.

Aging Report:
Every Vendor gives invoices for delieveres that has terms of Net 10, 30, or 45 days.
So if your vendor's invoice says Net 10, that means you have ten days to pay it back.

Asset:
An asset is what you own.

Assets:
Something that you physically own, i.e. Cash, inventory, your building, or equipment. 

Audit Trail:
An audit trail is a security-relevant chronological record, set of records, or destination and source of
records that provide documentary evidence of the sequence of activities that have affected at any time a
specific operation, procedure, or event. It is also referred to as an audit log. Wikipedia.

Can I make this easier? An audit trail is a paper trail that supports the entries that lead up and
include the numbers presented on a financial reports. TM

B

Balance Sheet:

A companies assetss, or what you own.

The building can be an asset if you own it –(very typical to rent = not an asset)
Furniture Fixtures and Equipment (FFE) (Value goes down over time -
depreciation)
Cash (checking account)
Inventory

Comment TM: You guys are over thinking this one. A balance sheet is a financial
statement showing assets and liabilities. The difference between these two numbers is
owner's equity. 
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Beverage Cost % Formula:
Beverage Cost % = Cost of Beverage $ / Beverage Sales$

Bookkeeper:
"Bookkeeper" is the only word in the English language with three consecutive double
letters.

Broadliner:
A broadliner is a national distributor that carries everything from dry goods, meats,
fresh seafood, produce, paper supplies, cleaning chemicals, china, glass, silver,
kitchen small wares and dining room supplies. Basically, the one big company that you
get as much as you can from while still supporting local farms.

C

Cash Flow:
A measure of a company's financial health. Equals cash receipts minus cash payments

over a given period of time.

Cash Flow Statement:
The Cash Flow Statement shows the amount of money coming in to your business
which usually only comes from the sales from the guest. However the new revised
edition of the USofA is now considering merchandise sales and other income such as
room fees. It also shows the money leaving your operation including invoices to
vendors, debt, occupancy, taxes, etc. 

Check Average Formula:
Check Average = Total Sales / Total Covers

Common Stock Paid In Capital:
Reveals the owner(s) investment in the company.

Contra Account:
A reversing account. Always in the negative to adjust the balance of the original
account
Example:
$14,453 sold dining cards
($8,567) redeemed dining cards <--- contra account
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Controllable Profit and formula:
Controllable profit is when you separate controllable expenses from uncontrollable
expenses. This number shows how the manager well a manager uses cost effective
measures to keep the expense down. When controllable profit exceeded 25 percent of
gross sales an incentive is deemed for the manager. Formula: Sales – Prime Cost –
“other controllable expenses” = Controllable Profit $. To convert to a percent,
multiply by total sales.

* other controllable expenses include:
- Direct and Indirect Operating Expenses
-Marketing
-General & Administrative Expenses
-Repairs and Maintenance

cover count:
non monetary, means the number of people sitting and eating per night

comment TM: Depending on the kind of restaurant, cover count can be tracked by
entrees sold.

Comment KB: Cover count, to elaborate, is the number of guests in a restaurant
during any set meal period. Cover count is used to formulate the check average with
the formula: Total Sales/Total Covers=Check Average

Covers Per Labor Hour:
Covers per labor hours are determined by dividing the total number of customers
served by the total number of hours worked. This calculation can be done for each job
category. This method is more effective than sales per labor hour when determining
employee productivity.

Formula: Covers per hour/total number of hours worked

credit:
credit is on the right side

Current Asset:
A current asset is the same as liquid asset: assets in the form of cash.

TM: Cash is a current asset but there are also other current assets. The definition is an
asset which can be made liquid in a year or less. 
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Current Liabilities:
Is the current liabilities that appear on the company's balance sheet and include short
term debt, accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other debts.
You can either use current ratio or quick ratio to figure it out.

Current Ratio
- divides current assets by liability
Quick Ratio
- divides current assets minus inventories by current liability

Current Ratio:
The current ratio is the amount of money that you have in current assets (what could
be liquidated within the year) compared to the current liability (money that has to be
paid within the year). 

D

Debit:
Means Left.

things that are on the Debit side of the balance are

D-ividends
E-xpenses
A-ssets
L-osses

Double Entry Accounting:

Double entry accounting is the idea that every number is entered into your books
twice. If cash were spent in your fixed assets category then that money would have to
be removed from cash and value would have to be added to your fixed assets. By
practicing this your books should be balanced. 

F

Food and Beverage sub-cost of good accounts:
The Uniform Systems of Accounts and Restaurantowner.com both recommend a
detailed coding of invoices to create separate sub-accounts for all costs of goods. By
knowing what the benchmark percents are for each sub-category, finding the culprit
behind the high food cost becomes much easier. So this means having separate meat,
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seafood, dairy, etc. accounts to see the trending in food costs.

The formula is the same that we have been using but deals with the sub-account only.
For example, to calculate the meat cost you would take:
Beginning of the month value of meat on hand
+ Meat Purchases for the month
-End of the month value of meat on hand
+/- transfers in or out of meat
= Actual cog for meat in $/ total food sales= actual cog% for meat

Food Cost Percent Formula:
Food Cost % = Cost of Food $ / Food Sales$

I

Income Statement:
The income statement, or sometimes referred to as the profit and loss statement,
shows three very important pieces of information—revenue, expenses and net income
or profit.

Income statement formula:
Revenue - expenses = net income (oftentimes referred to as profit)

Inventory Extension:
Inventory Extension is the process of multiplying the number of items currently in your
inventory by the value of that item. The value assigned could be the last purchasing
price of that item or the actual price paid. If you are doing actual price paid it is
necessary to attach the price as purchased to each individual item in your inventory.

Inventory Valuation:
provides a monetary value for items that make up their inventory.

J

Journalizing:
Putting your invoices into a journal according to the categories of the Uniformed
Systems of Accounts with the vendor name,date on the invoice, category number,
amount owed, and credits. 
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L

Labor Cost Per Cover Formula:
Labor cost per cover = Cost of labor/Number of covers

The cost of labor for a period of time divided by the number of covers for that same
period. This is the amount paid in labor for each cover.

Labor Cost Per Labor Hour:
Labor cost per labor hour= total payroll divided by total labor hours
When calculated by each employee job category, one can see the wage differential
between jobs; it also assists in establishing wage ranges for each job category.

Last Purchase Price Method:
No matter what you actually paid for the item, this would be the current value of that
item if you had to replace it.

Leasehold Improvements:
The business leasing the building, makes improvements to the building. Considered
assets and are owned by the business owner, not the building owner.

Liabilities:
What you owe, such as advanced group deposits, sold dining cards, redeemed dining
cards, notes payable, payroll taxes, accrued credit card fees, rooms and meals tax
payable, bank notes, and long term liabilities.

M

Monetary Tracking:
The amount of money each guest is paying for goods or services.

N

Net Asset:
A net asset is the same as net worth, which is your equity, or assets minus liabilities.
They don't bring in revenue, but are necessary to keep track of. 

TM: I disagree. A net asset is your total assets less any depreciation or other contra
account adjustments. Net worth is total assets minus total liabilities

Non-monetary Tracking Definition and Example:
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Cover count. Tracks how many guests dined that day, or for a specific meal period.

Number of Days of Product on Hand:
This is a process that involves 2 steps: Step 1- determine average daily food cost-
Total food cost divided by 28 day cycle (for example), equals ave. daily F.C.
Step 2- calculate days sales in inventory- ending inventory divided by ave. daily F.C
equals number days worth of food     

O

Occupancy Cost as a percent of Sales:
Annualized occupancy cost (monthly times the number of periods in a year works too
since this is a fixed expense)/annualized sales

According to RO.com below 5% is low, 7-8% is average and above 10% is high

Occupancy Cost Per Seat:
The annualized occupancy of a restaurant (since it is fixed you can take the monthly
cost and multiply it by 12) divided by the number of seats. According to RO.com,
below $150 a seats is low, $250-$450 a seat is average and above $700 is high

Occupancy Cost Per Square Foot:
Annualized occupancy cost (monthly times the number of periods in a year works too
since this is a fixed expense)/ square footage of restaurant

According to RO.com Below $10 is low, $15-22 is average and above $25 is high

Operating Income/(Loss):
Revenue-(Cost of Goods Sold + Labor + Other Expenses)=Operating Income/(Loss)

Owner's Equity:

Owner’s equity is one of the three main components of a sole proprietorship’s balance
sheet and accounting equation. Owner’s equity represents the owner’s investment in
the business minus the owner’s draws or withdrawals from the business plus the net
income (or minus the net loss) since the business began.

Mathematically: the amount of owner’s equity is the amount of assets (-) amount of
liabilities.

owner's equity does not equal/ represent the current market value of the business.
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P

Periodic Inventory:
A method of inventory valuation for financial reporting purposes where a physical
count of the inventory is performed at specific intervals. This accounting method for
inventory valuation only keeps track of the inventory at the beginning of a period, the
purchases made and the sales during the same period and is recorded under the
asset section of the balance sheet.

Prime Cost:
Prime Cost = Total Labor + Total Food and Beverage Cost.

Prime Cost % should be between 60-65%. It could be argued that as prices increase
on things like insurance, the new Prime Cost % should be between 55-60% to make
up for these rising cost.

Prime Cost Tracking:
The five basic components of prime cost tracking system:

1. Sales -- preparing the daily sales report.
2. Purchasing -- logging all purchases.
3. Labor -- recording daily labor cost.
4. Inventory -- taking physical inventories and calculating value of
product on hand.
5. Reporting -- preparing the weekly report.

Prime Vendor:
A single company that you do most of your general ordering through. This saves time
when ordering because your not hunting for the best deal and money is saved due to
rebates that you get based on the size of your account. This does not mean that you
can't order from other places just that the majority of what you get is from your prime
vendor.

add TM: A prime vendor is normally a broadliner. The more you spend, the more you
can save since you are reducing their costs to get you the product. Prime Vendors,
depending on the volume you do with them, can offer you value add products like
access to online inventory, ordering and costing software, sanitation training, menu
design and layout, consulting with their corporate chef, and use of their test kitchen.
The side benefits can be quite impressive.

Purchases journal:
The purchases journal lists all credit purchases of merchandise. Entries in this journal
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usually include the date of the entry, the name of the supplier, and the amount of the
transaction. Some companies include columns to identify the invoice date and credit
terms, thereby making the purchases journal a tool that helps the companies take
advantage of discounts just before they expire.

Q

Quick Ratio:
A quick ratio compares your assets to your liabilities as found on you balance sheet.
The industry standard is 1:1. This ratio gives you a quick look at the health of your
business.

(Current assets - inventory)/current liabilities = quick ratio

R

Ratio Analysis Defintion:
Ratio Analysis is taking the dollar performance of a restaurant and converting that
number to a percent for the purpose of comparison. For example, stating your food
cost as a 32% has a different meaning and usefulness than stating that your food cost
is $63,740.

Generally speaking most ratios on an income statement are calculated by dividing the
expense dollar by total sales. This is true for all expense except COG, food cost is
divided by food sales, beer cost by beer sales, etc.

Retained Earnings:
The percentage of net earnings not paid out as dividends, but retained by the
company to be reinvested in its core business or to pay debt. It is recorded under
shareholders' equity on the balance sheet.

The formula calculates retained earnings by adding net income to (or subtracting any
net losses from) beginning retained earnings and subtracting any dividends paid to
shareholders:

Retained Earnings(RE) = BeginningRE + Net Income - Dividends

Revenue Formula:
Cover Count X Check Average
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S

Sales mix:
total sales which come from different items.

Sales Per Square Foot:
By knowing the annual sales and square footage, sales per square foot
can be calculated.

Sales Per Square Foot= Annual Sales $/Total Square Footage

square footage: 9300
annual sales: 2,444,283.
sales per square foot: $263

Shrinkage:
Inventory recorded on a company's books but not on hand due to theft loss or

accounting error. In other words, it is product that comes into a business but

somehow does not help the company by making revenue.

source document:

Source document is check, cash register slip, deposit slip, invoice, voucher and etc.
That evidence is business dealings. Source documents are a critical part of an audit
trail for establishing the authenticity and tracing the history of a transaction.

T

Tending Report:
A trending report is the forecast value of a given field or topic at a future time. It is
based on trends and time projection. In the restaurant industry, it can be helpful to
predict menu mix and what will be ordered in the future and how trends in the industry
can affect it.

Theoretical (or ideal) cost:
Theoretical (or ideal) costs- is the best way to establish a benchmark for comparing
actual costs at the end of each month.

Take the cost of producing a recipe and multiply that by the number sold during the
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fiscal month.

Theoretical or Ideal Food Cost Percent:
By adding all menu items sold, a theoretical cost for the month can be achieved by dividing it by the total
theoretical sales. This cost percent is then compared to the actual COG percent.

Comment by Carol: A restaurant hopes that a variance between actual and theoretical
COG percent is only 1-2%. If it is more than that, then there is some sort of operational
inefficiency.

Theoretical Sales:
Theoretical Sales is the projected amount of money the restaurant should make from
the sales of a costed dish at menu price. You multiply the menu price by the amount
sold to get Theoretical Sales.

Note TM: the only way the theo sales could be wrong would be if you never received
the cash, ie. the money was kept by the server or bartender or the item was comped
or promo and never accounted for properly. Both of these scenarios can easily be
handled by proper control systems. There is one last scenario that could cause a
variance as well and that would be if the POS was not programmed correctly so items
were ringing up differently than the menu price.

Transfers In:
"Transfers in" add to your COG. An example of a transfer in could be from liquor or
wine used for cooking.

Transfers Out:

Adjustments that should reduce your food cost (the expense is transferred out of the
COG expense). For example: if something is ordered under food costs but used in
liquor drinks.The item should be charged to the account in which the sale of that item
generated revenue.

U

Uniform System of Accounts:
The general accepted accounting principles, endorsed by the National Restaurant
Association, that standardize the industry; facilitates comparison to industry averages.
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